


Creating a beautiful, balanced aesthetic is quite a task. With a clear vision on inspiring 
and delivering design to the world, Covet House joined forces with various visual 
designers, interior designers and 3D artists to create powerful ambiances, that indeed 

are bound to inspire and boost creativity. 

Using various pieces from the brands under Covet House’s belt, these partnerships 
were meant to not only showcase how well and versatile these pieces are, but also to 

provide a platform where these designers and studios could shine their work. 
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Modern Classic Master Bedroom
by Asmaa Tarek

Modern Classic Master Bedroom is needed in every luxury project, a master 
bedroom that will make everyone gasp and claim the same design. This 
master bedroom is no different. This masterpiece was designed by Asmaa 
Tarek and it’s the true image of how a modern classic master bedroom looks 
like. Have a look!

The Kelly Bed, from Koket, harmoniously matches the color palette of the 
room that includes the famous Classic Blue shade. A color that never goes 
out of style. The lux and bodacious Kelly Bed is the cool girl sipping Cosmos 
in the dark corner of a chic NYC lounge. Her fluid curves are harmoniously 
matched by sumptuous pleated waves of supple velvet upholstery fabric. 
You’ll be dying to get up close and personal with her fully upholstered body, 
the perfect piece for this modern classic master bedroom.

To accentuate the golden details of the modern classic master bedroom we 
have the Liberty Suspension Chandelier and the Waterfall Wall Lamp, both 
by LUXXU, they provide just the right amount of light and luxury while still 
maintaining the contemporary vibe of the room.

Waterfall Wall Lamp represents a natural sensation of waterfalls. An 
elegant and modern wall lighting made of gold plated brass and handmade 
crystal glass tubes.

The elegant and sublime lines of the Liberty family are now encompassed 
in the Liberty Suspension Lamp. Its complexity and richness blend 
harmoniously and is perfect for the ones who love the attention given 
to detail. Made of brass and crystal glass, this blending is a promise to 
enlighten any project with its superb elegance.
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Contemporary Living Room in Egypt
by Rowan Mahrous

Contemporary feel, wonderfully put together, with tasteful and modern 
architecture, this living room, designed by Rowan Mahrous in partnership 
with Covet House, mixes contemporary with luxury style, combining neutral 
and brave tones. A perfect choice to enjoy and sit in a comfortable and, at 
the same time, functional space. The combo between classical and modern 
pieces will definitely be a soul´s relief. The contemporary, clean, and sleek 
architecture of the space blend perfectly together with the magnificent 
curves and shapes of the furniture pieces.

The upholstery here takes center stage, with the red Wales Sofa from 
Brabbu defined by the Classic style, pays a tribute to the history of Wales 
through its design. Upholstered in velvet and with golden details this piece 
is capable of creating a warm and inviting space, popping completely in this 
living room setting. Brabbu‘s upholstery pieces were fundamental in this 
setting, this time in a soft velvety white, the Maya Armchair with its sensual 
and delicate forms of the goddess, making it the perfect seating solution 
for an elegant living room set. It is inspired by the Maya civilization that 
had maize as one of the primary elements of their culture. Personified as a 
woman, Maya’s Maize God was the inspiration behind it.

Also taking center stage, the exquisite Apotheosis Center Table from 
Luxxu, represents a living anthem of sophistication and exclusive design. 
The Apotheosis will change any division, creating a remarkable and unique 
atmosphere. This center table audacious and splendid harmony between 
the finest materials, polished brass, black lacquer, and Emperador dark 
marble. Complementing it perfectly is the subtle Vertigo Side Table also 
from Luxxu, being an amazing contrast between the high-quality marble 
and the smoked glass separated by the golden brass arms that makes it one 
of the most balanced side tables. This is the true statement of luxury in any 
home, without being too overpowering.

Finally, creating the perfect shine of light, illuminating this fantastic 
living room inspiration is the Naicca Suspension Lamp, also from Brabbu, 
represents the legend of crystal origins – created to represent the 
dancing soul motion. The brass structure and the quartz crystal of Naicca 
Suspension Lamp merge together in this contemporary lighting to brighten 
the spirit with a dancing touch.

Another fine, contemporary living room inspiration for a dreamy, trendy 
home.
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Neutral Modern Office 
by Sergio Caparelli

Suspension Housed in a luxury hotel suite, top floor view style, this is a 
neutral, contemporary and versatile ambiance, which can either serve as 
an office, living and sitting room, or just a simple break room, where the 
comfort and elegance of the space will certainly convey the peace and 
tranquillity that everyone is looking for today.

Designed by the brilliant Sergio Caparelli, this is a true example of modern 
and classic inspiration, involved in a cosmopolitan and urban environment, 
where opulence and sophistication are also present, through Cell Rug by 
Rug’Society, covering the central space with delicacy, but at the same time 
irreverence, Saboteur Swivel Sofa and Prisma Ottoman from Luxxu, with a 
snow throw as a compliment, and both with subtle golden details. Coltrane 
Suspension Lamp, from Delightfull, takes also part, and it is considered a 
lighting masterpiece, very suitable for day and night use.

More focused on well-being and functionality stands out as the central 
point of this division: Antigua Center Table by Caffe Latte, a must-have 
in any room, which can also serve as a casegood or bookcase, due to its 
space and storage capacity. Charla Chaise Longue from Luxxu is another 
attraction, which, besides the swivel sofa, allows one to enjoy the calmness 
and silence, in a soft reading corner, ready to enchant everyone.

Exploring the space in the background, it is possible to see a desk with a 
privileged view along the skyline, with unique and exclusive pieces, such 
as the Columbia Armchair from Caffe Latte, as well as Amy Table Lamp by 
Delightfull and Cypres Floor Lamp by Brabbu, adding even more brightness 
and beauty around the space.

A realistic and functional ambiance, which we would all want to be part of, is 
another Covet House exclusive achievement, designed by Sergio Caparelli.
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Extravagant Contemporary Master Bathroom 
by Natan Argente

Extravagant contemporary master bathroom with a refined and elegant 
finish, this complete and exquisite bathroom, designed by the talented 
Natan Argente, truly fills the measurements for those who look to relax, 
surrounded by brightness and sophistication.

The golden details are what stand out the most, like the ones present in 
Lapiaz Bathtub and the Lapiaz Freestanding from Maison Valentina, which 
comprises a modern and sophisticated delicacy along with a sculptural 
appeal, giving a strong personality to your extravagant contemporary 
master bathroom. Inspired by the typical karst formations produced by the 
dissolution of limestone rocks, this unique freestanding bathtub exposes 
its gold and rich interiors made of polished brass that contrast with the 
mirrored sides, creating a luxurious design artwork. A statement piece that 
stands out due to its elegance and sensuality.

Lapiaz Freestanding is a washbasin inspired by natural stone cracks. 
That’s why it features an incredible fissure handcrafted in polished brass, 
producing an organic finish. The wooden structure is coated in stainless 
steel, giving it a reflective luxurious effect. Apart from that, the casted brass 
sink and polished brass tears show the world a rich and golden interior.

Using unique pieces and a curated design that only Covet House can offer, 
the Shard Suspension Lamp, an iconic, unique lighting fixture with a strong 
presence and character, will not go unnoticed. The perfect addition to this 
extravagant contemporary master bathroom, this piece will grab all the 
attention in the room.

The final luxury detail in this extravagant contemporary master bathroom 
is the Lapiaz Round Mirror, from Boca do Lobo, which elevates this design 
to a new realm with exceptional craftsmanship. The organic features of this 
large mirror are achieved through the manual fitting of golden polished 
brass, finishes in polished stainless steel. The hammered gold details 
and the mirrored façade conveys a beautiful duality between power and 
refinement to bring a new contemporary verve into interior design. A 
functional artwork piece born from cold and freshly cracked to show off 
the world rich, golden details.
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An Outer Space Mission  
by Cozy Studio

Circu continues its mission to bring pieces from out of this world and this 
one is no different. Spoiler alert: We had a major help for this one. 
When we talk about the mission we mean NASA style. Circu partnered up 
with Cozy Studio, and its designer, Renata Aquino, to bring you a kids’ room 
that is out of this world and it’s perfect for a little astronaut that is ready to 
start his/her adventure.  All you need to do is follow us around and see this 
amazing project that shines brighter than the moon.

When we enter the room we are immediately drawn to the sleeping area. 
The wallpaper with the Led lights that form a little astronaut sitting on the 
moon immediately drew us. With a color palette that ranges between light 
grey and pastel shades, the cloud bed is the chosen piece that does deliver 
the sensation of levity and being lost in space and imagination. The moon 
rug matches perfectly with the theme of the bedroom as well as the Cloud 
Bed with an elegant grey velvet headboard. It is the ideal piece for the little 
space adventures who love to look up to the sky every night and count the 
stars. On the side of the bed, the designer chose the little cloud nightstand 
that adds just the right amount of storage and does not take a lot of space 
which leaves space for your little one to walk around and play. 

On the right side of the bed, we can find the study area, with the modern 
Puzzled Bookcase that is both a bookshelf and a desk. How ideal is that 
combination? It saves space and adds an even modern look to the bedroom. 
It’s a must-have decor for back-to-school season and to motivate your little 
one to learn new things and explore his/her biggest passions. How else 
would your little astronaut learn more about the stars?

And we save the best for last: the play area. What’s a children’s bedroom 
without a play area? This room, inspired by the space, had to have our Rocky 
Rocket armchair because there is no more perfect piece for this theme and 
for this bedroom. The Rocky Rocket is a kid’s favorite. It has a sound system, 
storage, and led light incorporated. The best part? You control the whole 
thing!  You can be controlled by a mobile app- or with remote control- and 
you can create your own “Take off to Space” playlist.
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Chic Elegant Living Room
by Daryna Osadcha

In the heart of the cold city of Riga, capital of Latvia, there is an exceptional 
living room at the top of a historic building, considered a real treat for the 
eyes. Ceramic and plaster bathed, this division is presented in a modern 
contemporary style, which does not dispense a mid-century inspiration, in 
a perfect combination of pieces and accessories.

At the first place, and as a focal point of the room, Antigua Center Table, 
by Caffe Latte, guarantees functionality and commodity, supported by Jute 
Rug, another unique piece of Caffe Latte, signaling comfort and texture, 
that make the room decor even more appetizing.

For greater coziness, Essential Home brings the most classic and traditional 
style, through Minelli Armchair, in a unique and timeless design. In addition, 
the Powel Sofa by Brabbu, made with cream and white tones, adds subtlety 
and width to the space, with a touch of naturalism, and at the same time, 
sophistication, through the plants, decorative art and golden small details, 
surrounding it.

In order to complement the ambiance, Galaxy Chandelier, from the latest 
acquisition, Brand Van Egmond, radiates luxury, richness and creativity, 
a real statement in the field of lighting, due to the unique quality of its 
materials and finishes.

Outside, the snow falls, allowing to see the city as a whole, which will 
make everyone even more eager to stay in this warm and refined living 
room, taking European and cosmopolitan design to another level, in which 
Covet House, in partnership with the amazing Daryna Osadcha, has a 
preponderant role.
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Luxurious House in Dubai
by K.A. Interior Design

Collaborating again in a coveted partnership, Karim Abdul Muttalib from 
K.A. Interior Design created a sophisticated and captivating project. 
Counting on numerous elements like the marbles, metals, and wood panels, 
that turn this otherwise simple open space into a glamorous, high-end, and 
deluxe ambiance, this One-Bedroom House is worthy of royalty.

But, more than the architecture of the spaces, what brings this setting to 
a whole other level is the use of the furniture, lighting, and accessories 
pieces. In a modern classic style, but keeping it very Arabian focused with 
the golds and the opulent magnitude of the spaces, perfectly in sync with 
Dubai’s aesthetic.

This open space area shares three distinct zones: The reception, the Dining, 
and Living Room. This setting combines all of them into one glorious 
ambiance filled with the most exquisite pieces. Starting with the entrance, 
where the Stella Mirror from Koket embraces and welcomes you into this 
exciting house, along with the Suspicion Console from Luxxu, raising no 
suspicions on how well balanced and executed this entrance look is.

In front of it, the iconic and colossal Fortuna Dining Table from Boca do 
Lobo, a shimmering statement piece that unites all the pieces in one of a 
kind design aesthetic and passion for gold. Representing the essence of 
empowerment, and sophistication, combined with the also iconic Chandra 
Dining Chair, again from Koket, both bold and daring. The modern edge in 
this chair exudes the feeling of vintage glam, while metal bands delicately 
bind the chair highlighting the sculpted fluidity of the tight back upholstery.
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COVET HOUSE keeps up with the latest inspirations with BOCA DO LOBO, 
DELIGHTFULL,BRABBU, KOKET, MAISON VALENTINA, CIRCU, LUXXU, 
ESSENTIAL HOME, RUG’SOCIETY, PULLCAST, FOOGO, and CAFFE LATTE. 

Inspiring and creating new trends.

WE CREATE. WE INSPIRE.
WE DELIVER OUR VISION TO THE WORLD.
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